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Dimensions: 8.9in. x 6.0in. x 0.8in.The year is 2069 and Jim Murphy thinks he has the world pretty
much figured out, as a Knowledge Management Consultant (whatever that is!) muddling through
various technology consulting jobs. That is, until his company, SciPop Inc. , assigns him to work a
particularly unusual project involving the acquisition of a small backpacking and hiking services
business owned by techno-hater Laura Meyers. Jim, however, never works alone. He, like everyone
else in the world, is armed with the ultimate technology super-support tool: a personalized,
artificially intelligent, holographic Virtual Life form, more commonly known as a Vertal, named
Jasper. Just as Jim lives, works and socializes in the physical world; Jasper lives, works, and
socializes in the Cybersphere, coexisting and coordinating on behalf of Jim with other Vertals as
both navigate the world of the Cybersphere; a 247 on-line computer world connecting everyone to
everything. Everyone uses it, but in order to use it, you need a Vertal. Somehow, Laura Meyers has
learned to exist in the Cybersphere without a Vertal, unfathomable to Jim, Jasper or anyone else at
SciPop. But as Jim works the...
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It is simple in study easier to comprehend. It is one of the most awesome ebook i have read through. You wont truly feel monotony at at any moment of
your respective time (that's what catalogs are for concerning in the event you question me).
-- Clint Sporer-- Clint Sporer

Great eBook and useful one. We have go through and i also am certain that i am going to likely to read through yet again once more in the foreseeable
future. Your lifestyle period will likely be transform once you comprehensive looking over this book.
-- Carter Haag-- Carter Haag
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